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Gary Watt’s Acts of Will: A Consummate Performance. 

Reflections upon Shakespeare’s Acts of Will: Law, Testament 

and Properties of Performance (London: Bloomsbury, 2016) 

Sidia Fiorato 

University of Verona 

 

Gary Watt’s volume engages with the cultural practices that connect the 

well-assessed analogy between theatre and the law; the innovative aspect of 

his argumentation is the focus on the creative aspect of law, on its 

imaginative dimension, in connection with the concept of performative 

theatrical acts. Performance, a key word for the Renaissance period, both 

in the sense of a modern expression of the self and of the social order (see 9-

10), becomes a keyword for the book itself, which connects the fields of law 

and theatre through the concept of will. Watt underlines how Shakespeare 

cleverly exploited an interplay of words between legal categories and 

created his own interplay of linguistic cultures and practices between drama 

and the law (see 6). Shakespeare actually dealt with legal issues in his works 

and managed to “diver[t] the power of legal language to his own dramatic 

use while simultaneously subverting law’s authority to restrict legal subjects 

to its own terms.”(6) Watt’s analysis points out how Shakespeare grasped 

the protean possibilities of legal language and implicitly leads the scholars of 

law and the humanities to perceive a perspective of “law in literature” as 

well as “law as literature” ante litteram.  
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Chapter 1 starts with a reference to Timon of Athens’ painter’s 

assertion that “performance is a kind of will or testament” (hence its title) to 

show how Shakespeare “appreciated the drama inherent in the 

performance of a last will and the drama of legal testamentary language” 

(4). By drawing upon this, Watt establishes an analogy between the will and 

theatrical works in that they can both be considered as scripts; the former 

being the expression of a will which implies the presence of witnesses, the 

agency of executors and the confirmation of probate, the latter as executing 

the dramatist’s will, and requiring witnesses (the playgoers) and their 

approval as probate. The meaning of performance as bringing to perfection 

what is otherwise imperfect and incomplete applies both to a legal 

testament, which is not fully performed until the due execution of the terms 

of the testator’s will, and to a play, which acquires its fulfillment in 

performance through its main actors but also the audience, that is, the 

community of people who are its addressee and are called to interact with it 

and approve it. Within this theoretical context, Watt defines all theatrical 

drama as testamentary.1  

The etymology of the word testament is “witness to the mind”; by 

remarking that a prime objective of performance is the expression of will, 

Watt further elaborates the connection of plays with the legal sphere. 

Theatrical performance should suit the action to the word, the deed of 

saying; the word “deed” actually refers to the speech act by which the legal 

																																																													
1 As Watt points out, theatrical texts were created to be performed and they acquired a written form only 
when they were no longer performed on stage. The word “performance” started to be intended in its 
theatrical sense in Shakespeare’s time, whereas before it indicated a promise (see 8). In the same way the 
word “action” was connected with the legal sphere before being referred to the theatre (the plaintive was 
called “the actor”). 
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word is performed and at the same it is also a document.  With regard to 

this, the spoken performance of words emerges in all its materiality, as 

words actualize the performance of will in the world by transforming lives 

and society. This aspect is retrospectively connected to Austin’s theory of 

speech acts or performative utterances which relied on testamentary 

language as a powerful example of how certain forms of words enact 

changes in the world. 

Watt points out how the historical context of Shakespeare’s theatrical 

production was characterized by a dynamic counterposition between 

individual will and the prerogative will of the monarch; the 1540 Statute of 

Wills modified the feudal scheme of inheritance of lands allowing land-

owners to dispose of their interest in the land by will, thus figuratively 

signaling a change from a vertical hierarchical tradition of inheritance to a 

horizontal line of social progress. The same attitude is testified by Henry 

VIII’s 1544 Third Act of Succession, which  represented the monarch’s 

attempt to devolve the crown through his last will (in both senses of the 

word); “Elizabeth I was a sort of Queen or Empresse of a testament” (18), 

as she accessed the throne in accordance with her father’s 1547 will. 

However, she later nullified her father’s attempts to favour the Tudor line 

against the Scottish line to the throne through the restoration of traditional 

descent through consanguineity and primogeniture.  

The same dynamic counterposition can be seen in the plays Watt 

takes into consideration in the volume, in which the presence of a last will 

and testament  as “a plotting and even as a physical prop” (3) bespeaks the 

“ongoing human struggle to perform individual will against the backdrop of 
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status-entrenching social frames” (23) which permeated the period. This 

becomes Watt’s declared critical stance for his Shakespearean performance 

which underlines the en-actment of a circulation of social energy and an 

ongoing process of self-fashioning. 

Watt relates the “traffic” of the Shakespearean stage (where traffic is 

etymologically traced to refer to the trade business of handling and handing 

on) to a metaphysical trade, in particular a mind-to-mind passage of a 

question, a concept, or a will. With regard to this the origins of testament 

are retraced and revealed to be intensely performative, as the mancipatory 

testament implied a physical hand-over of the subject matter of the transfer. 

In the same way, in the theatre a thought is handed on from the stage and 

becomes a communal and artistic artifact to be (mentally) handled by the 

playgoers. In what Watt defines a “performative urge”, the energy of the 

drama leads to the perception of thought as movement and creates a 

harmonic functioning of all the elements of the performance, as well as a 

circulation of social energy, in Greenblatt’s terms. 

Chapter 2, “Handling Tradition: Testament as Trade in Richard II 

and King John”, addresses the question of whether the destination of the 

crown can be determined by individual will. Watt’s interesting analysis of 

Richard II’s deposition scene is premised upon Richard’s disruption of the 

concept of “degree” the moment he seizes Bolingbroke’s estate, as this act 

commodifies the public dignity of the nobility and substitutes descent with 

trade, and on Bolingbroke’s decision to seize Richard’s crown, which 

characterizes him as a self-willing actor performing his identity on the 

political scene (see 36). The scene was never performed in Shakespeare’s 
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times due to its dangerous political potential, nor were directions for its 

staging ever recorded in writing. Watt reflects on theatrical and filmic 

rendering of the scene, commenting upon the director’s and the actor’s 

choices: Ben Whishaw’s interpretation (BBC 2012) is particularly 

meaningful as his Richard remains immobile while Bolingbroke slowly 

walks towards him and grabs the crown seemingly proffered by Richard. As 

the latter does not relent his grip, the scene can be interpreted as staging 

the handing/handling of a hollow crown in a sort of  bilateral transaction, 

as they seem to shake hands upon a bargain. Actually, it remains unclear 

whether Richard gives the crown or Bolingbroke takes it; even if Richard’s 

words are “with mine own hands I give away my crown”, this is no willing 

gift and, as Watt underlines, there can be no bargain without consent. The 

scene communicates an “uncanny sense of unwilling volition” (58) rendered 

through what Watt calls “fractional inference”, that is the omission of a key 

word, which is however amplified  by scattering fractions of it throughout 

the text, thus amplifying the sense of its absence. The word in this case is 

“will” in 4.1.184-189. Actually, Bolingbroke’s line, “I thought you had been 

willing to resign”, by expressly using the word will, joins together the 

elements of will that had been present in fractured parts in Richard’s 

speech. Watt underlines how the absence of Richard’s will demands our 

attention as a full absence and it becomes a performance of an unwill, 

which, in my opinion, turns upside down Timon’s painter’s assertion stated 

at the beginning (“performance is a kind of will”), still maintaining its 

imaginative force and performative urge. On the other hand, Watt observes 

how Bolingbroke takes the crown in his own hands but the modalities and 
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the considerations related to his act remain ambiguous; there is no assertion 

of the crown as a property that can be bequeathed by will (which would 

have represented an engagement with Henry VIII’s will act), of its being the 

result of an enterprise or a theft on his part. Bolingbroke rebels to 

succession by lineal descent, but in Shakespeare’s later work Henry IV he has 

his son take it by traditional descent. So the question remains open, left in 

“the playgoers’ hands and in the balance of their minds.” (60) This is what 

Watt calls “performative agency”, as the bystanders are not passive 

observers but called to a participatory testamentary engagement, without 

which the performance would not be complete. 

In order to enhance the audience’s active participation, also the 

materiality of the playhouse became a prop for representing and handling 

the proposed issues and dramatic conflicts of the plays. The vertical and 

lateral planes of the architecture symbolized the vertical, hierarchical order 

of tradition and the lateral, horizontal potential of trade, respectively, and 

they were exploited and rendered part of the action in various ways in the 

different works, as Watt’s original reading underlines. In Richard II the king 

descends from his castle wall into the lower court and in a later scene the 

citizens of London look down on the deposed king from above the same 

walls. King John opens with the king on his throne looking down in judgment 

on two of his subjects but soon he will exchange position and be subjected 

to the citizens’ judgment, who are located on the city walls and are called to 

probate his will. King John holds the crown by an act of political will in 

counterposition to Arthur’s own claim by descent. Even though John 

possessed Richard I’s last will in this sense, Shakespeare chooses to focus on 
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the will of the living and questions an individual’s capacity to depart from 

tradition in determining the destination of the crown and landed estates. In 

this dynamically created imaginative space, judicial authority passes from 

monarch to commoner and extends to the citizens in the audience who are 

called to exercise their critical judgment (what the crown’s policy actually 

precluded). In King John’s adjudication scene, tradition is once again 

handled as a trade: John surrenders the crown to the papal legate to receive 

it back once he has declared himself a vassal of the pope. Watt observes 

that “The transfer is part of a free-will bargain and yet foolish exercise of 

free will that serves to produce new subjection” (68). The ambiguity of the 

scene is carried further because even though John finally acquires the 

crown by an act of political will, which seems stronger than descent by 

blood, after his death the bastard expresses the wish that his son Henry will 

inherit the crown by descent. As Watt observes, this was a very important 

point for the Tudor dynasty as Henry VII had acquired the title through 

war; once acquired, the crown seemed to clear and purify any kind of 

defaults and imperfections and sanctions a traditional line of descent. 

Chapter 3, “Worlds of Will in As You Like it and The Merchant of Venice” 

underlines how in both works a testamentary will drives the dramatic 

action. The former work is  testamentary in its technical sense as it opens 

with the terms of a last will; in the latter, Shylock’s willful insistence upon 

his bond (presented as a trade bargain) strives to acquire the typical 

terminal irrevocability of a last will and testament, claiming a binding 

quality upon the free will of those who are subject to it (which usually 

applies upon the testator’s death). Watt underlines how, once again, 
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Shakespeare’s focus shifts from the wills of the dead to wills which are dead-

set.  

Each play presents two worlds which Watt describes as “two distinct 

worlds of will” and initially purports to understand “as worlds in which 

different modes of will are performed through contrasting acts of will.” (78) 

Watt’s argumentation then proceeds instead by underlining the similarities 

between the two worlds, in particular by making reference to the RSC 2015 

staging of The Merchant of Venice by Polly Findlay which involved golden 

mirrors as floor and back wall and a swinging pendulum hypnotically 

moving back and forth. This vision underlined the specular continuity 

between the two worlds and the constant exchange between them and can 

be applied to both works. In the city the governing will is usually the 

individual will of a powerful person aligned with a traditional hierarchical 

structure, while in the forest and in Belmont individuals associate according 

to their free will (and create fellowships). In this new structure, assets are 

passed horizontally from hand to hand, therefore contractually. However, 

Watt underlines how property is still the medium through which the 

characters understand and exercise their social relationships and in this way 

they perpetuate the feudal-property-based hierarchies they pretend to 

oppose. Marital bonds and bonds of friendship emerge in their financial 

dimension and in both the works under consideration, the characters pass 

from traditional bonds to trade bonds. In particular, in As You Like It we 

assist at a powerful metatheatrical perspective as the play transfigures itself 

into a testamentary act; the character of Jacques acts as witness, as he does 

not have any material interest in the matter at hand, and with his most 
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famous lines “All the world’s a stage, / And all the men and women merely 

players” (2.7.140-1) subsumes all the playgoers in his role. Rosalind instead 

acts as testator, due to her characteristics of being simultaneously present 

and absent (through her cross-dressing), her exercise of governing will and 

her speech acts through which she determines the final outcomes of the 

play. Watt’s original reading invests Rosalind of authorial power and 

renders her Shakespeare’s alter ego as the governing will of all the worlds of 

the play. Her directions for a final return to conservative structures – 

marriages, political restitution, the return to the court, reveals how the 

world of the forest contains old hierarchies in new forms; traditional 

structures are not rejected, instead peace and progress are assured by 

placing new wills in old positions. Watt comments upon this comedic 

ending by observing that harmony for the early modern mind was not to be 

found in the absolute triumph of either tradition or trade, but in a balance, 

even a playful tension, between horizontal and hierarchical, at the place 

where new will meets the old world.  

In Chapter 4, “Shall I Descend? Rhetorical Stasis and Moving Will 

in Julius Caesar”, Watt’s analysis of Antony’s funeral oration, compared and 

contrasted with Brutus’ one, points out the engagement of all the senses of 

the spectators. Actually, the author is keen on defining theatre as a listening 

place (190), a perspective clearly redolent of the origin of the word in the 

Greek term “theatron”, indicating a place for looking, therefore a theatrum 

mundi where people go to see and to be seen, but also and especially a 

particular form of sense perception.  
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Watt demonstrates how Antony’s rhetorical abilities involve his 

whole body and his ability to create and exploit spatial awareness in the 

bystanders. Actually, Brutus addresses the people from the pulpit and uses 

his rhetoric to separate himself from the plebeians, thereby confirming a 

traditional social hierarchy (his style is in fact self-referential and he 

repeatedly demands for a silent audience). Antony, on his part, amplifies 

the physical and rhetorical distance Brutus has established from the people; 

his “Friends, Romans, countrymen” address includes the plebeians on stage 

and also the playgoers (the groundlings). He achieves this effect through his 

“sense for verse” as Watt defines it, that is, the syllabic structure of his 

sentence, which shifts from the smallest to the largest and expands its effect 

horizontally. In the same way, Antony proceeds to rhetorically disrupt 

Brutus’s accusation of ambition towards Caesar by ingeniously using short 

lines every time the word “ambitious” appears; the humble syllabic effect of 

such verses contrasts with the ambition of seeking wider power and 

influence, which therefore collapses. Watt also underlines how Antony 

rhetorically and physically orchestrates the emergence of the dignity of a 

lowly position, and the revolutionary importance he bestows upon it. In the 

most dynamic scene in the play, Antony physically descends to the floor of 

the forum, achieving the effect of incorporating himself, Caesar and the 

citizens as one body. This action goes beyond the typical process of 

inversion between vertical and horizontal dimension which signals an 

inversion of social status in Richard II and King John, whose eponymous 

characters exchanged position (and roles) with the citizens. In Julius Caesar a 

hierarchical inversion takes place: the commons are once again called to 
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judgment, but they are now physically positioned below Brutus’s level who 

is, at his own invitation, and at Antony’s exortation, the subject of their 

judgment. Watt’s argumentation leads us to perceive how Caesar’s body 

acts as a prop in this sense in that being positioned on the floor of the 

forum, it is at the same level of the common people, in particular below the 

level of the pulpit (and of Brutus) and through the above described process 

of incorporation seems to sanction the dignity of such position. The 

audience is summoned as jury and called for their judgment on the 

evidence. 

Another rhetorical effect underlined by Watt is the progressive 

unveiling and unfolding both of Caesar’s body and of his will, a moment in 

which rhetorical stasis achieves its consummation: “the anticipation of 

revelation and release produces a build-up of tension like dammed blood 

that is ready to burst forth” (139). Antony’s descent to the level of the crowd 

is premised upon the repetition of the word “will” 20 times in 22 lines, 

which draws popular will to the foreground and creates an expectation for 

the unfolding of Caesar’s will. Antony’s physical act intends to acknowledge 

popular will but instead of performing a form of democratic devolution to 

the people (as it actually reveals the commoners’ vested interest in financial 

resources, physical spaces and political discourse) it demonstrates how 

Caesar’s will (immovable in life) becomes a rhetorical device, as it still has 

power to move people in death. We can observe here how Caesar’s body 

becomes a perfect exemplification of the last will and testament, also 

intended as a projection of the dead person upon the living, influencing 

their actions.  
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Antony’s speech is characterized by “rhetorical blood” (140) as it is 

calculated to move the static members of the crowd and ‘stir’ their blood. 

As Watt underlines, Antony repeats the elements of the sound “stir” in a 

process of fractional inference until he utters the word “stir” itself to release 

its unconscious (social) energy that has been welling up. With regard to this, 

Watt underlines how the fact that the people are moved to riot seems to 

betray the aims of rhetoric itself, that he, quoting Wilson, defines in the 

following terms: “The art of equitable moderation is akin to the art of 

rhetoric which calls for the quality of moving pity and stirring men to 

mercy.” (145) Therefore, in a metatheatrical twist, the playgoers are 

spatially and mentally involved in the staged drama as they are called as 

witnesses and jury to supply the moderating equity and see that the real 

subject of the tragedy is the failure of the republic. As Watt underlines, “the 

success of Antony’s rhetoric is that it captured the will of the roman people. 

Its tragic failure is that the will of the people was never free” (147), as 

Antony finally confirms traditional hierarchies and dynastic inheritance. 

In Chapter 5, “His Will is not his own: Hamlet Downcast and the 

Problem of Performance”, Watt’s analysis of Hamlet presents multiple 

original considerations on the performance of individual will. The opening 

question “Who’s there?” is interpreted as an invitation to the audience to 

reflect upon their own identity and in particular “the forms in which they 

perform themselves on the social stage.” (149) In this way Watt establishes 

from the very start a metatheatrical approach in which the playgoers not 

only “witness and judge Hamlet but also […] witness and judge with him” 

(150). In 1.5.96-97 “Hamlet plays out within the full scope of the ‘distracted 
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globe’ – joining the materiality of the skull to the shell of the theatrical 

space and to the minds within.” (150) 

Watt’s declared materialist and at the same time metaphysical 

approach, underlines how Hamlet focuses on surface forms and keeps 

unfolding them (“stand and unfold yourself”) in search of meaning. Watt 

illustrates how the protagonist delves deep into the relation between ‘forms 

of self’ and so-called ‘natural’ self and engages in a downward search into 

the roots of his being. He wishes to remove “our inherited nature and [its] 

social nurture” (162) and see if what remains will show that our will is ours. 

Contrary to classic protagonists of tragedy, he is no overreacher but 

embodies  the “tragic flaw of reaching too far down” (154), until he reaches 

the quintessence of dust, humanity at its most materially basic, thus 

connecting his mind to matter.  

Hamlet plays with notions of form and performance, as the ‘advise 

scene’ to the actors shows: Watt underlines how this is the most consciously 

performative scene in Shakespeare’s most profound play on the nature of 

performance, and takes its lines to represent the specific critical engagement 

of his own volume, in particular “Suit the action to the word, the word to 

the action” (3.2.17, see 163). The scene has the effect to constitute an on-

stage audience who is then called to witness and to judge upon the 

‘argument’ or ‘necessary question’ of the play. In this shifting of planes, the 

audience watches a representation of themselves: if the purpose of playing is 

‘to hold as ‘twere the mirror up to Nature’, it also seems to be to let the 

playgoer see the frame of the mirror, in a Verfremdungseffekt ante litteram. 

The illusion of theatre is thus pierced and at the same time the 
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performative aspect of everyday life stands revealed. Watt goes beyond the 

etymological analysis of the term “to perform” as ‘perfectly form’ (as no 

performance is perfect), in favour of “per-form”, that is a process of acting 

through form (that is, by means of form). Hamlet is aware that the surface 

forms of performance are abstract and brief representations of something 

more complex and profound and delves for this deeper truth. These 

reflections pave the way for Watt’s original interpretation of Hamlet’s delay 

in acting. Hamlet’s dual disposition as practitioner (performer) and 

philosopher opens within him a chasm between action and contemplation. 

To lose one’s will is to lose the power to perform, but it is equally true that 

to lose the capacity to perform erodes one’s will. “Hamlet loses his capacity 

to perform because he cannot reconcile his desire to perform (to express 

himself through forms and to create forms through action) with his desire to 

displace forms through his delving critique. It is this distraction – literally a 

pulling of the mind in two directions – that exhausts and incapacitates his 

will.” (166) As Watt asserts, this variation on the traditional interpretation 

of Hamlet as paralysed by a contemplative mindset “takes us to the heart of 

performance where the solid stuff of the stage world connects to the 

intangible stuff of the will.” (167) 

From the point of view of the testamentary interpretation of the 

work, Hamlet is at the same time a sort of executor of his father’s will and a 

witness on the performance of his own will. The playgoers are invited to 

subject the performance to probate, and in so doing they share Hamlet’s 

attitude of probing the surface performance in order to see what substance 

lies beneath in a communal act of witness, scrutiny and judgment. Hamlet 
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sees through Claudius’s false forms, but he also looks to find truth in surface 

evidence. He looks for a moment of fracture in Claudius’s conscious 

performance (see 188) to pry through it and as Watt remarks, “there is 

method in it” (188). 

In the last chapter, “From Dust to Dust and Sealing Wax”, Watt 

interestingly focuses on materials being handled on stage during 

testamentary performances, in particular upon witness accounts referring to 

them on the part of the characters. In a synaesthetical perspective, which 

characterizes the whole volume, Watt  observes that “All witness narratives 

turn sights into sounds” and appeal to “the playgoers’ senses of sight and 

sound and touch at the same time.” (203) The elicited “sensory imagination 

of the play” involves the audience to “probe its forms and test its substance” 

(203).  

In Hamlet and Macbeth there are two instances of the production of a 

documentary form which are accounts of ‘actual performances’ (see 

Macbeth, 5.1.4-18, as indicated by Watt, 206), as well as gestured and 

propertied actions. “A legal documentary deed is a deed of action (of the 

hand and mind) represented as a physical thing” (213). In this way, Watt 

extends the meaning of Austin’s performative utterances or speech acts into 

“performative materials” or “performative properties”. As he comments: 

“The art of rhetoric is most effective when it appreciates the material reality 

of words and marries this to the moving potential of silent action and 

material stuff” (209). The concept of legal documentary performance 

combines word, act and thing. With regard to this, Watt points out that the 

seal is the most significant material aspect of a legal deed and it is evidence 
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of the willful participation of the one who impresses it (see 209-210). A 

subscribing testator always acts as witness to his/her own will; applying the 

analogy to the world of the theatre, Watt remarks on the potency of the 

idea of performers acting as witnesses to their own wills as it implies the fact 

that actors are in a sense alienated from their acts. This can produce a 

destructive schism between act and will, of the kind Watt discussed while 

focusing on Hamlet; however, Hamlet is not alienated from his actions in the 

episode of the forging of the document (5.2.47). On the contrary, Watt 

observes how in that occasion, the sequential process of documentary 

performance engages his will to act in a way that we seldom witness 

elsewhere in the play. Hamlet shows us in this scene that a character on 

stage (and, where appropriate, an actor on stage) can engender a sense that 

he or she is a witness to their own performance, the performance of their 

will. Once again, we may say “there is method in it” (188). Instead in the 

case of characters denying their deeds, such alienating behavior is to be 

handled and assessed by the audience which is confronted by a multiplicity 

of roles and perspectives at once. In the case of King John, an example 

among the many reported by Watt, the protagonist turns from testator to 

witness of his own will, which he disclaims for the deed under discussion, 

that is, his order to kill Arthur, and the audience becomes thus engaged on 

passing judjment on the will of others.  

Another interesting aspect underlined by Watt is the frequent 

employment in Shakespearean works of the “bloody deed” as a pun or 

trope on a legal deed. Watt observes that “As blood marks the violent 

performance of will, so the red mark of wax seals the legal performance of 
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will in testamentary and lifetime documents” (213), underlining in its turn 

“the imposition of rigid rules and inflexible forms of law” (214).  

Shakespearean language emerges once again in its creative aspect and 

invests the whole materiality of the theatre in its performance. 

Watt’s volume represents a valuable contribution to Shakespearean 

studies through an original articulation of the different aspects of 

performance, in particular offering an engaging argumentation of how, 

following Watt’s own quoting of Ure, “speeches are deeds done, in a society 

which is shown as moving and being moved primarily by the power of 

words or, rather, by the arts of the orator, words accompanied by the 

proper and revealing gestures … with words men strike through each 

others’ armour and at each others’ wills.” (Peter Ure, Julius Caesar. A 

Casebook, Introduction, 14-15) Watt manages to grasp in a very innovative 

way Shakespeare’s strategy in this sense, which likewise engaged the 

material props of the theatre and the body of the actor in close connection 

with the rhetorical art of his speech. Watt’s volume creates through words a 

body theatrical, which is represented by the body politic in its testamentary 

performance and we are all called as witnesses of his Shakespearean 

performance. In the process, we appreciate the synaesthetical 

multimodality of his approach and the energeia of his rhetorical and 

aesthetic empowerment. Watt proves astoundingly capable of unfolding 

himself and suiting his words to his (critical) action, thus probating 

Shakespeare’s testamentary performance. 

 As a further proof of that, Watt’s text has become the backdrop for A 

Strange Eventful History, a work which combines theatre and music, staging 
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Watt himself and The Song Company in an embodiment of the sense of the 

Shakespearean word into another artistic means of expression. This creates 

a further negotiation, an inner one, between Shakespeare’s texts and Watt’s 

text, as well as between their testamentary performances. 

 

 


